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About This Game

Triangle Service’s MINUS ZERO is an abstract, minimalist shooter that focuses on a tried-and-true shoot-’em-up weapon: the
lock-on laser. It’s shoot-’em-up purity: just you, your lock-on laser, and a whole bunch of enemies. As long as you continue to

blast away at the waves of enemies, you’ll maintain invincibility, but if you lose track of your position among the explosions and
neon glow, you’ll soon find that invincibility can be fleeting!

Features:

Lock onto invincibility in this abstract, minimalist shoot-’em-up

Glowing neon aesthetic that actually adds to the challenge

Replay support

Electronica soundtrack that builds upon itself as you progress

Includes Achievements, Leaderboards, and Cloud saves
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Title: MINUS ZERO
Genre: Action
Developer:
TRIANGLE SERVICE
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Atom (Cherry Trail) or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Thank god this game is getting out of Steam. Nothing truly interesting happens throughout the 1-2 hours it takes to finish it.
Lucas is an ok character, but other than that there's nothing there. The love interests are boring as hell, the cruise consists only
of partying, swimming and eating (I know it's like that in real life, but please make something happens!), and the weird match-3
minigame brings nothing to the game and is just in the way.

I couldn't believe it, but the endings truly are abrupt. They couldn't haved rushed it more even if they tried.

I'm just glad I got it at the goodbye discount, but even at that price it's not worth it.. A very nice game for kids of all ages. I use
to play games in the survival genre, but this is just all fun an creativity. I love it.. I like silver fox \u2665 balance stats <3 :>. I'm
not much of a racing fan, or of competitive sports in general, but this game offers amazing graphics, beautiful maps, and
reminds me of the fun and open world of ATV Off Road Fury series for PS2. I would definately recommend this!. Another
amazing game from Choice Provisions! Can't recommend enough! Gameplay is very straightforward, yet fun for hours. Those
who said that this game is bad becuase it features no tutorial couldn't have played for more than a minute. If you like old-school
verses arcade games like Mario brothers, but with a modern and fast paced gameplay you will love this game. Updated
frequently to fix any bugs and sometimes add content such as characters.

Hooked up my PlayStation 3 controller and the game recognized it immediately with no issues. Controls are tight and have no
input delay.

Excellent game! Would buy again!. Yeah this is my kind of game. Someone said Spelunky for hipsters. Thats close.

I love the ASCII-like tileset. Game is hella addictive as far as going for mad high scores. Kind of has that high-risk high-reward
deal that the old Dope Wars series had.. R.I.P Jack Sparrow 2003-2018. this game is relaxing, with good music and smooth
game play.
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Amazing game, 10\/10. More like, Masturbator Levels of Doom 2 AMIRITIEE???. y this still on steam
. Take my money ffs. Not very fun to play. Practically the only thing you do is jump. Hard to gauge where you're going to land
since the movement is very sensitive. When using teleports, its almost a guaranteed death right after since you'll still be holding
a movement key and will walk off the platform. Yet if you release just before you hit the portal, you'll likely just fall short and
have to attempt the jump again. Needs better movement and more engaging puzzles than just a jump simulator.
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